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Vision by CESD

• Established to positively influence decision-making
• Cooperating with UNDP
• Cooperating with EU
• Working on the rural regions
• Empowering disabled people, war veterans and people with disabilities
Helping disabled people

• SDG 10 (Reduced Inequality) and SDG 8 (Decent Work and Economic Growth)
• Producing policy papers
• Cooperating together with the Ministry of Labour and Social Protection
• Call centres
• Helping to apply for the state funded social projects
Helping war veterans

• SDG10 (Reduced inequality)
• Establishing links with the local executive power representatives
• Bridging gap between the disabled people communities
• Combatant experience
• Psychological pressure
• On-going conflicts in the regions
Gender equality and disabled people

- SDG5 (Gender equality)
- Disabled man relies on his family, especially on the female members of family
- Women providers of bread in the families
- Providing gender equality helps disabled men also
- Women in the regional decision-making roles
Quality education

• SDG 4 (Quality education)
• Key out of poverty
• Disabled people in the regions: away from the main education centres
• Special equipment for the disabled
• City infrastructure for the disabled
• Help of the local community
Reduced inequality

• Monitoring macroeconomy
• Working with the Ministry of Labour and Social Protection
• Remittances
• Working conditions of the men
Results of CESD activity

• More than 800 people with disabilities and their family members trained
• 15 Policy Papers produced to multiply effect nationwide
• Established links between CSOs and local executive powers
• Nationwide campaign on improving the lives of those who are in need
• 29 project participants found job thanks to the project in 2015-2016
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